
Example3 solve {TF - $ - 2x : o.

Salution \/tT?-$-zx:o
t/TF - Ol: u {Set aPart the radical on

[one side of the equation.
I lx2 - 63:4f {Square both sides.

7x2 :63
*:g

x:3 or x: -3
check: \/T aA-W - $ - 2(3) z o

\/99-63-630
, \/36-630

6-6:0 
"/

.'. the solution set is {3}. Answer

State the first step in the solution of each equation.

Solve.

r. \/i:7
t.6:s
z. t/i: -t

10. \rk:9
B.l/x-5+l:8

2.6:a
S. t/qa: rc
s. \4: o

tt. t/Sa + g: tZ
14. 2\/sb:6

ty: ru

{u: i
8.7:t/i-z

t-
11. 3: V;
14.t/i+S=t
17. \/4x + 2:6

{ttet(=$-2(-3) zo
\/99-63+6:.0

llo+ezo
6+6+O

-3 is not a solution.

3. \/V: to
6. \/4m:8
e.f7:6

12.t/i-l=7
t5.\/%-5:13

3. 4: \/2x
u. {*: +
n.t*\/b:l
',.8:G
15. 20 : s\/2r
18. Vt + 4:1

Solve.

A t. \fx:3
4.9:\/i
7. l:tG-Z
to.lr- j:z
tl.t/x+t:z
16. 5:2\/k

2.

5.

Oral Exercises

Written Exercises
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B 2s. B: \E
n. rEI-

26.14: tE*t
29.4:w

te. 4: rEi + z

zz.t/s^-s+6:'7
20.3=\/4x+l
zt. ti: zx/1

zt.fsy-z*3:9
zq. t7: st/1

30.3:
tt. fiF - s: rr

36. 36: 4f 4fr + s
sg.r/?+t:l-x
tz. fTiFTn:qu

-L 27.

-a

tt. tst/z: stft
sr. fzE - ro: q

tt. tiF - N: zu
qo.t/7+g:3-x

C +s. t/7 + e': q

+s. {li? - tu: g*
ll. tG + o: t/le*

Solve each system of equations.

$. ztA + stu: zt
sfi - srt: -r

u.f7+za=z
rc. {nf - ny: sy
+t. zti+t:f to"

so. sr6 - zly: qtt
zt'G + zt5: tlt4

32.

35.
38.
41.

s{o: at/i
to:2lw - z
tTi? - v: q*
\5;'-r: a

2x+9 -5

Problems
Solve.

A 1. The square root of three times a number is 15. Find the number.
2. Twice the square root of a number is 22. Find the number.
3. One eighth of the square root of a number is 3. Find the number.
4. The square root of one eighth of a number is 3. Find the number.
5. When 4 times a number is increased by 5, the square root of the result is

I l. Find the number.
6. When 23 is subtracted from the square root of three times a number, the

result is 16. Find the number.

B 7. The radius (r) of a cylinder is related to its volume (V) and its height (ft)

by the formula , -- ,lh. Find the volume of a cylinder whose radius is

15 cm and whose height is 36 cm. Express your answer in terms of a'.

8. The time it takes a free-falling object to fall can be found by using the for-,trmula r: V?, where / is in seconds, 8:9.8 m/s2, and s is the distance

in meters. Find the distance an object falls in 15 s.
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9. The current 1 that flows through an electrical appliance is determined byG1: V;. where P is the power required and R is the resistance of the ap-

pliance. The current is measured in amperes (A), the power in watts (W),
and the resistance in ohms (O). An electric hair dryer has a resistance of
60 O and draws 4.5 A of current. How much power does it use?

C 10. The geometric mean of two positive numbers is the pos-
itive square root of their product. Find two consecutive
positive even integers whose geometric mean is 4f39.

11. The period of a pendulum (I) is the amount of time
(in seconds) it takes the pendulum to make a complete
swing back and fo$ The period is determined by the

formula f : 2rl * where 1 is the lengrh of the

pendulum in meters. Find the length of a pendulum
with a period of 8 seconds. Give your answer to the
nearest tenth. (Use 3.14 for n.)

Mixed Review Exercises
Express in simplest form.

r. (s+r6lts -.Vel
, 2+\/s4l- 

-

l-v5
Factor completely.
7.7a2-l4ar7

10.y3+y2-6y-6

2
3 + vll
e$+D$,4-4)

9. 6x(x + 2) + 4(x + 2)
12. 36x2 I 24xy + 4y2

3.,

5.

Q + t5\2

3\/s(\/s - 2.. s)

8.13-4f-45t
ll. 4g5 - 1009

Self-Test 3
Vocabulary simplest form of a radical (p. 537) conjugate (p. 544)

rationalizing the denominator (p. 537) radical equation (p. 5a7)

Simplify.

r. zfl-srt ,.Fo G
3. 6rt + Vr: - q{rz + t/1 4. sf 48 - B\E
s. (3 - \/q2 6. eO + \/r({t - {11

obj.
obj.
obj.

ll-7, p. 537

ll-8, p. 540
ll-9, p. 544
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